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Fly Fishing- St. James Fishing Club 4/2/19 

The hardest thing about fly fishing is remembering how easy it is! 
 

Disclaimers i. and ii. 

 

Women and fly fishing 

 The fact is, women make better fly anglers than men!  Yes!  That’s the truth.  And you know why? 

1. Women don’t have a lot of bad habits----- at least regarding fishing.  Many of you have not done a 

lot of fishing with spinning rods or bait casting rods or surf rods or even trolling rods.  Casting a 

fly rod is unlike any of those forms of fishing and hard-core anglers have to forget a lot of their 

casting habits to be able to cast a fly rod well.  Many of you are way ahead since you don’t have a 

lot of those habits that are great for conventional fishing but not helpful for fly casting. 

2. Women tend to have a better sense of timing, touch, and awareness of the subtleties of sensations 

related to timing and touch.  Fly fishing is all about technique so timing, touch, and awareness of 

subtleties matter- a lot. 

3. Women listen to instruction.  You read the map before you try to drive somewhere.  You read the 

instructions when you purchase a new blender, stove, vacuum cleaner, washer, or car.  My wife 

bought a new car several years ago and the instructions for the radio was 30 pages long.  I have a 

new car that now has 83,000 miles on it and I still don’t know how to use ¾ ths of the stuff it will 

do from the radio to the map to the Bluetooth.  You listen to instruction and follow instruction. 

4. Women tend not to respond to a problem or challenge by automatically resorting to the exertion of 

brute force.  You are smarter than that.  You figure it out.  Men just try harder.  In fly fishing, that 

is deadly.  The harder you try, the worse your cast will be.  I like to say The hardest thing about fly 

fishing for me is remembering how simple it is.  Let me say that again, The hardest thing about fly 

fishing for me is remembering how simple it is. 

 

Reasons to fish: 

-For food.  Jerry Dilsaver- People Eating Tasty Animals 

-For recreation by yourself, with family, and or with friends 

-To show off your skill and/or equipment 

-For reflection- the Zen of Fishing, Breast cancer, PTSD, disabled veterans  Henry David 

Thoreau- Many men go fishing all their lives without knowing that it is not fish they are after.  

There is an increased realization of the spirituality of fishing in general and fly fishing in 

particular. 

 

Right equipment Always important to have the right equipment.  It needs to match the prey and 

conditions.  So, let me suggest why a fly rod needs to be part of your arsenal- another arrow in your quiver, 

that may just be far more productive and useful than you can imagine. 
 

Fly Fishing- John Gierach’s Standing in a River Waving a Stick.  That’s not a bad image to have.  Though 

saltwater fly fishing is the fastest growing section of our sport (especially among women- but we’ll get to 

that soon). 
 

Well suited to mountain trout. 

 -mountain trout- insects and small minnows.  MayFLIES, CaddisFLIES, StoneFLIES,  Midges 

(which FLY), and Terrestrials (many of which FLY).  To match the hatch, had to devise a way to cast small 

insect-size lures/flies that you can’t cast with conventional tackle short of using some sort of float to give 

enough weight to make a decent cast. 

 

Unique Approach: not casting a weighted bait that drags thin line but a front-weighted line that drags 

thinner line and brings the small bait along for the ride.  It worked.  And, as we will see, this form has been 

tweaked beyond belief.  A good caster can be expected to cast 100’ (the whole length of the average spool 

of fly line).  And the record for casting with a one-handed rod is 243’; over 300’ (longer than a football 

field) with a two-handed rod.  Even the goddess of fly fishing, Joan Wulff, has cast 161’. 
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The secret is that most of the fly lines you will use are thicker and heavier in the first 30-40’ of line.  You 

can see the difference.  What you are casting is not the fly but the line. 
 

Saltwater fly fishing.  Somewhere along the line, folks began to realize that some saltwater fish eat small 

baits, too. 

 -Spanish mackerel- small minnows 

 -False Albacore (Fat Alberts)- small minnows 

 -Red Drum- fiddler crabs, small shrimp, worms, snails, and small minnows. 

 -Permit, bonefish, tarpon, salmon, sharks, striped bass, even bill fish- will take small baits. 

 -We had a guest speaker several years ago who uses a fly rod for Mako sharks.  Chum was 

involved just as it was in a recent article about an angler catching red snapper in 50-75’ of water.  Some 

would argue that such methods aren’t really fly fishing but rather fly catching.  Yet another article talked 

about folks who caught 20 Kings over 20 lbs. on fly rods.  This shows what fly rods can do. 

 

But just because you can, doesn’t mean you should.  So, consider this: 

 

First reason you should have a fly rod or two.  A fly rod allows you to cast a bait that approximates 

something the fish actually eat, whether you are inshore or offshore.   

 

Secondly, sometimes the fly rod is the best gear to use to catch a fish. 

-When you are fishing around a mat of Sargassum seaweed for mahi or in lily pads for bass or in flooded 

marsh for reds, you can place a cast into an opening.  If you don’t get a bite, you don’t have to drag the fly 

through the muck- you simply lift and cast again.  If you’re taking the grandkids fishing for bream, you can 

curl a popping bug up under an overhanging tree or bush, even into a crack in some rocks. 

 

And there are times you don’t have a whole day to head offshore. 

 -the weather  

 -no one to accompany you: safety, companionship, helping with the fishing, and help with the gas 

 -don’t have the time to run far off-shore. 

 -you can break out the spinning or bait casting rods or pick up your fly rod(s) for a lot of fun. 

 

Wildlife Ramp to St. James Marina.  Former member catches fish in an empty bucket.  Satisfies his 

primal urges as a hunter/gatherer.  The fish are there.  When you can’t go 50 miles offshore, you can go 50 

yards outside the Marina or the Wildlife Ramp to scratch your itch. 

 

My most used boat.  The boat I use more than any other is a 16’ flat bottom jon boat with a 4’ wide 

bottom, a 25 hp motor, an 18’ poling pole, and a 6 gal. gas tank I have to fill up now and then.   

 -2 hours 30 minutes to fish for 2 hours.   

 

Thirdly, a fly rod presents the fly quietly.  A redfish in the marsh- ½ oz jig or spoon vs. a light fly. 

 

Fourthly, a fly rod can be recast very quickly- don’t have to reel all the line in the cast again.  That redfish 

you cast to ignores your fly or decides to change direction and moves away from it.  Or it just doesn’t show 

interest but you see another one close by.  Or you’re fishing a blitz on the surface- 40-50’ from your boat.  

No strikes on the first cast- but you can make another cast 10-15 seconds faster than you could with 

conventional gear. 

 

Fresh & Saltwater- similarities and differences 

 The basic concept of fly fishing is the same.  Weighted line, small fly, long rod.   

 But there are differences: 

  Fresh water- lighter lines, shorter casts, smaller flies #12-#24 or smaller, lighter leader.  

To set the hook, you raise the tip of the rod since trout usually attack from underneath and then return 

toward the bottom so pulling up with the rod tip helps set the hook in the roof the mouth. 

 You can use a saltwater rod in fresh water but there is no real need. 

 A freshwater reel doesn’t need much of a drag in many instances.  A saltwater reel should have a 

very sturdy drag. 
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 Saltwater- heavier lines, longer casts, larger flies 5/0 to #12 on heavier leader.  To set the hook, 

you do a strip set with the rod tip pointed at the fly.  Saltwater fish can attack from below, above, the side, 

front, or rear.  The strip set gives a stronger hook set because you can exceed the power of the tip by 

pulling the line directly without having the raised rod weaken the set.  Also, if the fish misses or was just 

bumping the fly to stun the prey, the fly is still in the water so the fish can chase it down and strike it again. 

 Lefty Kreh, the late dean of fly fishing, suggests an additional trick for saltwater fly fishing.  

Whereas it is traditional in fly fishing to cast with your dominant hand and reel with your off-hand, Lefty 

affirms the wisdom of casting with your dominant hand AND reeling with your dominant hand, especially 

in saltwater.  Saltwater fish tend to be a lot stronger.  Some of their runs will take you well into your 

backing.  That’s where the drag comes in handy.  But some fish will make their run and then turn around 

and head back for the boat.  How do you keep a tight line?  You could tuck the rod under your arm and do a 

two-handed strip but Lefty suggests reeling with your dominant hand- it is so much faster.  And the fly reel 

is not like a spinning reel.  The fly reel is direct drive, not geared to make several revolutions of the spool 

for every turn of the handle- it’s all one-for-one.  And the handle for a spinning reel is longer so you are 

reeling in a much larger arc.  Purists howl.  But so what?  We hold the rod with our off hand in bait-casting 

and trolling situations, after all. 

 So, what is lighter line and heavier line?   Let’s talk about line for a minute. 

 

Conventional tackle line is identified by it breaking point: 8 lb. test line, 20 lb. test line… 

Fly line is based on the weight of the first 30’ or so.  Rather that using that weight in grams or grains, a 

relative scale is used: 000-16.  The higher the number the heavier the line.  So 6-wt. is heavier than 5-wt. 

but lighter than 7-wt.  Rods are designed to handle a specific weight line but ordinarily can handle one line 

size lighter and one line size heavier.  8-wt. lines on up are the primary weights used for saltwater. 

 

Line types  Most of the line you will use is Weight Forward Floating line.  It is weighted in the first 30-40’ 

and it all floats.  The weight will be applied to the line in various ways (called tapers) to assist fishing for 

particular fish.  In fresh water, you have trout tapers, Bass tapers, Nymph tapers, Midge tapers, and Double 

Taper- which is uniform line over its entire length, save for thin sections front and back to assist attaching a 

leader and the backing.  In saltwater, you have General Purpose Saltwater, Grand Slam (for tarpon, permit, 

and bonefish), Bonefish taper, Tarpon taper, Striper tapers, and Redfish taper lines.  You have lines for 

tropical conditions and lines for cold water.  You also have slow-sinking Intermediate line and faster 

sinking Sinking or Sink Tip lines.  It can be very confusing.  I remember one Cabela’s catalog with 14 

pages of fly line choices.  But it’s really not all that hard to understand once you get the hang of it. 

 

Why so many choices?  We have all these choices because of the unique challenges that face anglers 

fishing for different fish in different settings.   

 In general, fresh water rods are in the 2-wt. to 6-wt. range, though many of us fish for largemouth 

bass with an 8-wt. just in case we hook a monster.  7-wt. to 12-wt. are the usual saltwater rods.  Each rod is 

designed to cast at its best with the weight of one size of line, though most can handle a size lighter and a 

size larger.  The reels follow the same format.  You want to have enough room on the reel for the size fly 

line you are using PLUS adequate backing to handle the fish you hope to catch.  I usually have 75-125 

yards of backing on my fresh water reels and 200-300+ yards on my saltwater rods.  The backing is usually 

dacron, gel, or braid.  I like dacron since it is both cheaper and doesn’t bury itself as can happen with gel 

and braid.  I tend to use 20-30 lb. test backing.  You don’t need much more than that in most situations.  If 

you are putting enough pressure on the big fish to break 30 lb. test, the fish will likely shatter your rod and 

smoke your reel.  The art of fly fishing is to keep that from happening by exerting enough pressure to more 

or less control the fish without breaking your leader, line, or backing or shattering your rod and smoking 

your reel.  

 

Mark your line with a magic marker in a contrasting color that is readily visible. 

  -Mark the weight of the line near the front of the line so you can see your marks on a spooled reel at a 

glance – it’s hard to read the very small print on modern lines.  One long mark for 5 and small marks for 1.   

So, 8-wt. line would be one long mark (5) and three small marks (1+1+1=3).  5+3=8.  

  -Use one long mark for 25’ from the fly (assuming a 9’ leader this would be 16’ from the forward end of 

the fly line); two long marks for 50’ from the fly (or 25’ from the first long mark); three long marks 75’ 

from the fly (or another 25’ from the two long marks). 
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  -This will help you see how much line you have out and thus how much you need to retrieve before 

casting again.   Most rods “load” with the weight (in the first 30’) beyond the line tip.  So, having the 50’ 

mark (two marks, of course) at the reel will give you about 32 feet of line outside the tip.  Adjust as 

necessary.  
 

Casting: Casting is the most essential part of fly fishing for it puts the fly in front of the fish.  Casting is 

also a brutally honest critique of your casting technique in that any flaws will show up in each cast.  It will 

tell you what you are doing wrong- or at least that you’re doing something that you should do better. 

-A good cast is one that allows the rod and the weighted line to do most of the work.  Fly casting is not 

dependent upon strength but upon technique.   

-The only good way to cast is the technique you develop that works well for you and gets the fly in front of 

the fish effectively. 

 

-There are a number of basic principles affirmed by Lefty Kreh and a host of other good casters: 

  1. You need to remove the slack in the line before beginning your back cast and your forward cast. 

  2. Gravity will cause the fly and line to fall to the water eventually.  Line speed is the only way to combat  

      gravity by having your line go further before gravity wins.  The further the rod travels in making the  

      cast the more line speed you will develop. 

  3. A fly is like a bullet shot from a gun.  It will go where the rod tip points when the rod tip completes the 

      cast.   

  4. A small, tight, and efficient loop on the back cast and forward cast is determined by how little you bend 

     your wrist.   A small, tight loop is efficient because more of the energy is aimed at the target. 

  5. Your line hand tugs on the line to increase line speed and add distance (the double haul). 

  6. The thumb and line guides let the line and the rod do their job.  Keep them facing the target. 

-There are several additional tricks to fly casting: 

  1. Most casts have two parts: the back cast and the forward cast.  Both matter as they “load” (put a bend      

      into) the rod which allows the rod to unbend and propel the line forward. 

  2. A picture image may help you with you back cast and forward cast.  For the back cast, picture yourself   

      holding a cup of very hot liquid that you are trying to throw over your shoulder.  You bring the cup  

      back slowly and snap it to the rear as you pass your shoulder.  For the forward cast, picture yourself 

      holding a paint brush filled with paint.  You want to splash the paint on a wall in front of you.  Again, 

      hold the brush upright and move it forward slowly, flipping it as it goes past your shoulder so the paint 

      will splatter against the wall in front of you.  There are the basic motions of good casting.  The slow 

      movement at first “loads” the rod while the sudden stop allows it to propel the line backward on the  

      back cast and forward on the forward cast. 

  3. In the back cast and forward cast, you are not trying to make a power cast but are striving for an 

      increasingly fast cast with an abrupt stop.  Lefty Kreh calls it a “hurry up & stop.”  The real 

     “hurry up” is very short. 

  4. Don’t strangle the rod.  Two fingers make the back cast and the thumb makes the forward cast. 

  5. Keep your wrist locked as much as possible until the very end of the forward cast. 

  6. Keep the rod tip moving in the same plane.  Not a windshield wiper but a squeegee. 

  7. Practice makes perfect. 

 

The Importance of Practice.  This is where the rubber hits the road.  Those of you who are familiar with 

Garden & Gun magazine should find an article on Flip Pallot, the famous Florida fly angler of Walkers 

Cay Chronicles TV shows several decades ago.  Flip is passionate about a lot of things.  But the main point 

he made in the article is something he calls The Last 40 Feet. 

 He notes that with a good credit card, we can buy everything we need for fly fishing: an 

exceptional rod and reel, the most productive flies, the right shoes, booties, or wading boots.  You can hire 

the best guides in the most beautiful places on earth.  You can even buy your own fancy flats skiff that will 

float in a wet sponge (my jon boat will float in even skinnier water, I bet).  But once you get on the bow or 

are wading on the reef and the guide has spotted a fish for you, there is one thing your credit card can’t buy 

you.  You can’t buy a good cast that will take the fly the last 40’ (or so) to get the fish to bite.  Casting 

takes practice.  If you fish with Flip and can’t cast, he’ll take your money but he won’t take you fishing.  

You are wasting his time and are showing your disdain for the sport.  Nothing takes the place of practice- 

lots of practice: to learn how to make a good cast and then how to cast it where the fish is located. 
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Essential equipment: 

  -A decent fly rod, a matching reel, and matching line 

  -Basic selection of flies: for saltwater: Lefty’s Deceiver, Clousers, popping bugs (fresh and salt), crab 

patterns, shrimp patterns, and flies known to work in the local area. 

  -Nippers or scissors attached to a “Zinger” that has a retractable cord in it to pull the tool out of the way 

  -Polarized sun glasses (gray and amber) to help reduce glare so you can see the fish 

  -Wide brim hat for sun protection and protection from a fly getting caught in your ear 

  -Forceps to remove hooks from fish 

  -Wax for ferrules on the rod (avoid candle wax).  Wax will help hold the rod together when casting but 

keep the pieces from sticking when you pull them apart. 

  -Line cleaning equipment 

  -Side cutters for removing hooks from flesh 

  -Extra tip tops and glue 
 

Optional equipment: 

  -Fishing vest/pack 

  -Waders and boots (felt soles for wading slippery rocks) 

  -Wading stick 

  -Extra spools of line (extra spools for your reels are even better) 

  -Line winder for changing line 

  -Flats boots 
 

Other tips: 

  -Join a fly fishing club so you can learn from good anglers and get advice on equipment purchases.  Also, 

you will meet potential fishing partners, some of whom will have boats that are very helpful in some 
saltwater fly fishing trips, 

  -Hire a professional fly angler (guide or instructor certified by Orvis or Fly Fishers International) to get 

you off to a good start and avoid reinforcing bad habits. 

  -Develop your own style with practice- lots and lots of practice.  It is fun. 

-When you buy a reel, get an extra spool for extra line.  Don’t wait until later to buy it because reel makers 

may change the model and new spools will not fit old reels.  Get two extra spools if you can afford them. 
 

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER: 

The hardest thing about fly fishing is remembering how easy it is! 

 

 

Good Places to Fly Fish in Our Area 
 

Saltwater        

1. Behind Bald Head Island     17.Any ocean fish near the surface 

2. Whole Buzzard’s Bay area     18. Reefs (use sinking line) 

3. Islands between Southport and Bald Head Island   19. Surf (use intermediate line) 

4. Along Southport waterfront     20. Behind shrimp boats culling  

5. Elizabeth River           catch 

6. Dutchman’s Creek        

7. Wildlife Creek        

8. Marsh behind Caswell Beach     Fresh Water 

9. Marsh along ICW      1. Ponds in St. James 

10. Marina at St. James (just don’t touch the shore)   2. Cape Fear River  

11. Beaverdam Creek      3. NE Cape Fear River 

12. Big Davis Canal      4. Lake Sutton (but coal ash) 

13. Lockwood Folly Inlet      5. Black River 

14. Lockwood Folly River      6. Boiling Spring Lakes (future?) 

15. Along Frying Pan Shoals     7. Rices/Town creeks 

16. Along Jaybird Shoals 


